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No matter what industry you’re in, your company can’t survive without
technology. From smart phones and tablets to mobile apps and cloudbased technology, there’s a plethora of technological advancements not
only to keep track of, but also to profit from. To stay competitive, your
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organization needs to anticipate the most significant technology trends

Gesture Detection Ring

develop innovative ways to use them to your advantage, both inside

Algae Ecosystem
Connected Helmet
Bending Energy Waves
Location-Based Credit
Card Security

that are shaping your business and changing your customer, and then
and outside of your organization. Remember, if it can be done, it will
be done. If you don’t use these technologies to create a competitive
advantage, someone else will.
In the next five short years, the following game-changing technologies
will transform every business process, including how we sell, market,
communicate, collaborate, educate, train, innovate, and much more.

In-Flight Virtual Reality
This is the 32nd year we have published our list of Hard Trends (trends
that will happen) and if you have followed them over the years you have
seen them as they first emerged. But now they have reached a new
stage that you must pay attention to if you want to thrive in the future.
As you read through these Hard Trends, ask yourself if they will disrupt
your current business model. Then ask yourself if you should be the
disruptor rather than the disrupted.
1. Big Data Gets Bigger as the Use of High Speed Data Analytics
Expands

www.burrus.com

Big Data is a term used to describe the technologies and techniques
that capture and utilize the exponentially increasing streams of data
continued on page 6
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TECHNOLOGY NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
Skiing Robot
In 2013, researchers
at the University
of Manitoba
demonstrated the
world’s first iceskating, hockeyplaying robot.
Known as Jennifer, it
represented a major
breakthrough in gait analysis and the dynamics of balance. In an
extension of this research, they recently released a YouTube video
of Jennifer’s latest skills – cross-country and alpine skiing.
For cross-country skiing, the ability to adapt to different types of
conditions offered significant challenges, since hard, dry snow is

In today’s world of technology-

much easier to maneuver than deep, wet snow. For alpine skiing,

driven change, it has never

the rapid response required to maintain control was a major

been more important to

consideration. And in all cases, the ability to dynamically switch

Know What’s Next!
Technology is transforming how
we sell, market, communicate,
collaborate, innovate and educate.
Also available on:

from one mode to another, as well as operating in cold weather,
added even more levels of complexity.
The development of autonomous robots with capabilities like these
will someday enable them to be deployed in an ever-widening
variety of circumstances where human intervention may not be
practical or safe, such as search and rescue.
For information: Chris Iverach-Brereton, University of Manitoba,
Department of Computer Science, Autonomous Agents Laboratory,
E2-445EITC, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 2N2, Canada; phone: 204474-8313; fax: 204-474-7609; email: chrisib@cs.umanitoba.ca;
Web site: http://aalabs.cs.umanitoba.ca

Printing Circuits with Electronic Ink
3D printers are becoming widely known for printing solid objects
of just about any shape and size – from medical implants to

www.burrus.com

automobiles – and are widely used for creating prototypes of
custom enclosures for electronic devices. Now researchers are
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For information: Janos Veres, PARC, a Xerox Company, 3333
Coyote Hill Road, Palo, Alto, CA 94304; phone: 650-8124000; Web site: www.parc.com

to print the
electronics that
would go inside
of them.
With transistors continuing to shrink (some of
today’s chips contain transistors that are only 14
nanometers in size) it’s become possible to mix
them with a liquid to produce “electronic ink.” Using
the ink to print circuits is a logical next step, but
getting the chips in the right place and in the proper
orientation proved to be a challenge.
The solution turned out to be an “old” one – the
same technology that was used as the basis for the
first photocopiers. Known as xerography, it utilizes
static electricity to attract toner particles to selective
areas on a light-sensitive drum. The resulting image
is fused to a substrate using heat and pressure. To
orient the chips properly, a charge is induced on
the surface of each chip so they can be steered into
the proper position using an electrostatic field. The
components are then “wired” together using inkjet
printing or photolithography techniques.
Although it will be some time before the method is
commercially viable, the implications for specialized,
short-run, high performance products are vast
because building the circuitry would no longer rely
on economies of scale in order to be affordable.
In fact, circuits could be as different as pages in
a document, since the process is controlled by
software. In addition, different electronic “inks”
could be made containing different devices including
optical, micromechanical and piezoelectric sensors.

Gesture Detection Ring
Advances in
wearable technology
leverage the power
of miniaturization,
communication and
information, enabling
users to control their
mobile electronic
devices in new ways.
One recent example
is a prototype ring-type device that allows you to operate a
computer without physically touching it.
The device is designed to be worn on the index finger
and contains multiple motion sensors – including an
accelerometer, a gyroscope and a magnetometer – the
signals from which are input to a microprocessor to
map the movements of the hand. Low energy Bluetooth
communications technology transfers the information to a
smartphone- or tablet-based app where the gestures are
translated into letters, numbers, or menu selections with
recognition accuracy of up to 95 percent. The batteryoperated device also contains a near-field communications
(NFC) tag reader.
The technology has important applications for both
receiving and sending information in areas where operators
need the use of their hands at all times, such as industrial
maintenance, assembly operations and emergency
medicine, particularly when used in conjunction with a headmounted camera or other wearable device.
For information: Fujitsu Laboratories, Shiodome City Center
1-5-2, Higashi-Shimbashi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-7123, Japan;
phone: +81-3-6252-2220; Web site: www.fujitsu.com or
http://jp.fujitsu.com/group/labs/en/
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Algae Ecosystem

Connected Helmet

When waste

The number of

water from

serious cycling

farms or

accidents is on the

factories carries

rise as more and

abnormally

more commuters opt

high amounts

to bike to work. In a

of nutrients into

collaborative effort

the environment, algae feed on them, often resulting in

to make roadways safer, Volvo, POC and Ericsson have

an algae bloom. If the algae are toxic, such blooms can be

teamed up to develop the world’s first bicycle helmet

dangerous; and if the algae concentration is high, it can

that will connect automatically with nearby vehicles to

actually choke out wildlife and other beneficial organisms.

avoid accidents.

Attempts to use algae in a controlled environment for
decontamination have been largely unsuccessful, as they

In an industry first, Volvo recently introduced their City

utilize a single type of algae which relies on photosynthesis

Safety system, which is capable of not only detecting

to consume the nitrogen, potassium and phosphorous

and warning drivers of the proximity of a cyclist,

present in the water. That requires lots of sunlight and

but also auto-braking to avoid collisions. This paved

shallow treatment ponds that stretch over large land areas.

the way for the innovative new helmet that shares
a cyclist’s position through the Volvo cloud using a

But a new method has been developed using algae that

smartphone app. Even if they’re in a blind spot, around

draws organic matter directly from the water without

a bend, behind another vehicle, or otherwise not

photosynthesis. As a result, the process can be conducted

visible, the driver is alerted through a display, while a

in tanks, making it easier to build and maintain. In addition,

helmet-mounted light warns the cyclist of an imminent

it doesn’t rely on a monoculture, but incorporates a variety

collision.

of organisms that co-exist in a miniature ecosystem to treat
for organics, nitrogen and phosphorus simultaneously,

The new helmet was recently demonstrated at

often without the need for any chemical additives. When

the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas and

harvested, the algae may also be dried and used as fertilizer,

is another example of how connectivity-driven

feedstock or for manufacturing bioplastics.

technology can enhance our lives.

The first commercial installation was completed last year at
a malt plant, and is currently treating 1.8 million gallons of
process water per day.
For information: Geoff Horst, Algal Scientific, 14925 Galleon
Court, Plymouth, MI 48170; phone: 844-254-2324; fax: 734455-9923; Web site: www.algalscientific.com

For information: AB Volvo, Gothenburg, Sweden; Web site:
www.volvocars.com
POC Sweden AB, Nackagatan 4, SE-116, 41 Stockholm,
Sweden; phone: +46-8-717-4050; fax: +46-8-717-9516;
Web site: www.pocsports.com;
Telefonatiebolaget LM Ericsson, Torshamnsgatan 21, Kista,
Stockholm, Sweden; phone: +46-10-719-0000; Web site:
www.ericsson.com
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Bending Energy Waves
“Elastic” waves are
energy waves that pass
through or over the
surface of a material
without permanently
changing it. They
include waves like sound
passing through air or
shockwaves moving through water. The ability
to manipulate these types of energy has the
potential to create super high-resolution sensors,
enhance hearing devices, advance imaging
technologies through the development of superlenses and a host of other commercial, military
and medical applications.
Past attempts at controlling elastic waves have
been only marginally successful. But scientists
recently designed and engineered a structural
material that brings them one step closer. Using a
single sheet of steel, they engraved a geometric
microstructure pattern. The pattern possesses a
quality called “chirality,” a property of asymmetry
which means that it cannot be superimposed on
its mirror image, similar to the difference between
a person’s right and left hand. This allows them
to “bend” elastic waves and focus them more
directly. Integrating active components will
further enable the researchers to “tune in” to any
elastic wave frequency and ultimately control
how it reacts to its surroundings.
For information: Guoliang Huang, University of Missouri,
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, E3422 Lafferre
Hall, Columbia, MO 65211; phone: 573-882-5915; fax: 573882-2490; email: huangg@missouri.edu; Web site: http://
engineering.missouri.edu

THE BIG IDEAS THAT ARECHANGING EVERYTHING

Location-Based Credit Card
Security
Has your credit card
company ever blocked
a legitimate transaction
because you didn’t inform
them where you were
planning to be? For frequent
travelers, that nightmare is all too familiar and creates
unnecessary frustration, often when you have the
least time to deal with it. Understandably, banks and
merchants are more vigilant than ever, with the level
of fraudulent transactions reaching nearly $11 billion
dollars per year worldwide. But, in this data-driven
world, there has to be a better way.
New technologies are emerging that access a broader
range of financial, location-based mobile and socialnetworking data to better identify whether that’s really
you making a purchase or some hacker who has stolen
your identity. By comparing your SIM card location
with your Facebook posts about an upcoming vacation
and cross-referencing the current transaction to your
historical purchases, some systems claim to be able
to improve fraud detection rates from 47 percent to
nearly 80 percent. Using the most recent information,
they can even calculate whether it would be possible
to travel from the location of the last approved
transaction to the current one.
Of course, allowing access to this level of information
requires permission from users, and these systems still
have their limits. But the trade-off is a better customer
profile that’s much harder to fake.
For information: Feedzai; Web site: www.feedzai.com
Zumigo; Web site: http://zumigo.com
Payfone, 215 Park Avenue South, 11th Floor, New York, NY
10003; fax: 212-614-6935; Web site: www.payfone.com
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In-Flight Virtual Reality

actionable insights from the massive big data explosion.

Qantas Airlines

offer midsize and smaller organizations access to much

has embarked on a

larger streams of relevant data they could not otherwise

three-month trial of

tap into.

Big-Data-as-a-Service will emerge as cloud providers

providing virtual reality
entertainment to first

2. Cloud Computing Rapidly Expands with Advanced

class passengers, both

Cloud Services

in-flight and in airport lounges. Initially, they will

New variations on public, private, hybrid, and personal

be showing virtual tours of first class lounges as

mobile clouds will be increasingly embraced by

well as a simulated landing of an A380, but the

businesses of all sizes. This represents a major shift

plan is to expand visual offerings to first-run films

in how organizations obtain and maintain software,

and live-action content of destination cities. For

hardware, and computing capacity. Companies of all

example, the tourist board for Australia’s Northern

sizes are increasingly using the cloud and virtualized

Territory has partnered with the airline to produce

services as an enabler to cut costs in IT, human

a 3D experience of Kakadu National Park.

resources, and sales management functions.

The service features Samsung’s Gear VR headsets

3. Virtualization of Hardware and Software Will

which borrow technology from the popular Oculus

Increasingly Redefine IT

Rift gaming accessory, tracking every movement

Hardware-as-a-Service is increasingly joining Software-

to provide a natural and intuitive virtual reality

as-a-Service, creating what some have called “IT as

experience. Gear VR utilizes information streamed

a Service.” In addition to the rapid growth of virtual

from the Galaxy Note 4 smartphone to create an

storage, we will continue to see the virtualization of

immersive 3D environment for the user.

processing power. Mobile devices will be able to access
supercomputer capabilities on a regular basis and apply

In addition to entertainment, the company is

them to transform processes such as purchasing and

looking to develop content for training pilots

logistics.

and other mass transit operators. Automotive
manufacturers are also interested in the technology

4. On-demand Services Rapidly Become the Norm

to offer virtual tours of new cars.

Thanks to rapid advances in cloud computing, advanced

For information: Qantas Airlines; Web site: www.qantas.com.
au/ Samsung Electronics; Web site: www.samsung.com or
http://www.samsung.com/us/mobile/wearable-tech/

mobility, and the virtualization of processes and services,
on-demand services are rapidly becoming the norm. The
rapid growth of Collaboration-as-a-Service, Security-asa-Service, Networking-as-a-Service, and many more are
giving birth to Everything-as-a-Service.

25 Technology Trends

continued from page 1

with the goal of bringing enterprise-wide visibility
and insights to make rapid critical decisions. High
Speed Data Analytics using advanced cloud services
will increasingly be used as a complement to existing
information management systems to identify

5. Wearables and Applications Go Mainstream
Wearables will increasingly be used for both personal and
business applications. Apple’s smart watch joins products
fromGoogle, Samsung, Microsoft and others in a battle for
market share. This will further accelerate innovation and sales
in other wearable technology creating new opportunities as
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well as challenges for organizations of all sizes.

that provide a full color experience, plus publishers

6. Consumerization of IT Rapidly Expands

providing apps that are starting to give us a better-

Over the past few years, Bring Your Own Device

than-paper experience by including cut, copy,

(BYOD) caught many IT departments by surprise. It’s

paste, print, and multimedia capabilities. Interactive

now time to get in front of the next predictable trend,

eTextbooks will finally take off thanks to easy-to-use

Wear Your Own Device (WYOD), and turn it into an

software, freeing new publishers to create compelling

advantage. As WYOD increases, consumers’ appetite

and engaging content, and freeing students from a

for something new will drive businesses to push the

static, expensive, and literally heavy experience.

boundaries of innovation in this space. Instead of seeing
WYOD as a problem, smart companies are turning it

10. Social Search and Analytics, Along with Social

into a competitive advantage by consumerizing their

Business Applications, Will Grow Rapidly

applications, and by recommending safe and secure

Social will take on a new level of urgency as

third party hardware and software apps.

organizations shift from the “informing” model of the
Information Age to the “communicating and engaging”

7. Gamification, Socialization, and Personalization of

model of the Communication Age. Social Software

Training and Education

for business will reach a new level of adoption with

Education and training will increasingly focus on accelerating

applications to enhance relationships, collaboration,

learning by using advanced simulations and skill-based learning

networking, social validation, and more. Social Search

systems that are self-diagnostic, interactive, game-like, and

and Social Analytics will increasingly be used by

competitive. These innovations will focus on giving the user an

marketers and researchers to measure real-time

immersive experience, thanks to a photorealistic 3D interface.

sentiment of large groups of targeted people.

By making the experience fun and personalized, learning will
improve and the use will spread.

11. Smartphone Growth Drives a Major Shift in Global
Computing

8. Online Learning Is Redefined and Rapidly Gains

The number of mobile phones with browsers will

Momentum

reach a global majority, making the smartphone our

Taking courses and getting degrees online continues

primary computer—a computer that is with us 24/7,

to accelerate. Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC)

signaling a profound shift in global computing. This

have been embraced by highly recognized and

new level of mobility and connectivity by massive

traditional educational institutions, putting them in a

populations around the world is increasingly allowing

position to challenge all educational systems by making

any size business to transform how they market, sell,

location and tuition far less of a barrier to receiving the

communicate, collaborate, educate, train, and innovate

information, training, and knowledge people need in

using mobility. An enterprise mobility strategy that

order to succeed in a rapidly changing world. Online

puts mobile first is rapidly becoming mandatory for

courses, combined with Gamification systems, will

organizations of any size, as we see mobile data,

change the face of global education.

mobile media, mobile sales, mobile marketing, mobile
commerce, mobile finance, mobile payments, mobile

9. As Use of eBooks, eNewspapers, eMagazines and

health, and many more areas explode.

Interactive eTextbooks Rapidly Grows, Paper Versions
Increasingly Function to Attract New Readers

12. Mobile Apps for Business Processes Grow Rapidly

ePublications are finally passing the tipping point

As we increasingly transform business processes using

due to the abundance of smartphones and tablets

mobility, we will see mobile apps for purchasing, supply
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chain, logistics, distribution, service, sales, maintenance,

play an increasing role in both identity management

and more grow rapidly. There will be an increasing

and security. Expect to see multiple biometrics that go

focus on Business App Stores within companies, giving

beyond your thumb to include facial recognition and

users access to the personalized information they need

voice recognition, based on the level of security you need.

on their mobile devices anytime and anywhere.
17. Mobile Banking and Smartphone Payments Takes Off
13. 3D Displays for Smartphones and Tablets Start to

Mobile banking using smartphones as an eWallet is already

Appear

being used in an increasing number of countries and is

3D displays will move beyond large TVs and gaming

finally taking off on a larger scale in the US. This is thanks to

to become part of our smartphones and tablets. This

an increasing number of phones with secure mobile banking

will drive a wide-scale consumer acceptance of 3D

apps, Near Field Communications (NFC) chips, Biometric

computing. This trend is just starting with hand-held

Identification, and the use of tokens where no credit card or

gaming systems and, thanks to the need to visualize

personal information is exchanged.

ever-increasing amounts of rich data, we will see
3D data simulations for the enterprise grow rapidly

18. Visual Communications for Business Increase

for the military, medicine, fashion, architecture, and

Visual communications takes video conferencing to

entertainment, to name a few.

a broader level thanks to free programs like Skype,
FaceTime, and others for video communication on

14. Augmented Reality (AR) Apps and Devices Starts

phones, tablets, and home televisions. Businesses of

to Grow

all sizes are rapidly embracing these programs as their

Augmented Reality has been slow to start, but it

main relationship-building and communications tools.

will soon become more common as cities, retailers,
distributors, and manufacturers add just-in-time

19. Enhanced Location Awareness Embraced by Large

information to our physical world. Simply aim your

Retail

smartphone camera at a crowded street to find the

Location awareness, which uses in-building systems,

stores who have the exact products you are looking for.

allows customers with smartphones to navigate stores

Or, when you are in a store, use your phone’s camera

and find what they are looking for fast. This combined

and AR app to quickly locate the products you need.

with Geo-Social Marketing and Augmented Reality will
drive the creation of more business-to-consumer apps.

15. Smart Virtual Electronic Assistants Get Better and
More Personal

20. Personalized Streaming Entertainment Increasingly

The use of smart eAssistants is accelerating and

Challenges Cable

offering what is rapidly becoming a mobile electronic

The increasing use of Internet Television (IPTV) and

concierge available on any of your smart devices,

an increasing number of quality programs produced

including your phone, tablet, television, and car. Soon

by streaming companies such as Netflix and Amazon

retailers will have a Siri-like sales assistant and many

will fuel a major shift in home viewing. Next-generation

will be using an e-Personal Health Assistant that taps

apps for your TV will allow you to further personalize

into the real-time health data from your smart watch to

the viewing experience. In addition to large HD and 4K

predict potential problems and offer suggestions.

Ultra HD TVs as our main viewing screen, tablets are

16. Multiple Biometrics Used for Security

increasingly becoming a viable replacement for the

Next Gen Biometrics will be increasingly integrated into

second and third TV in your home. This is the beginning

your smartphone, tablet and other devices, which will

of a major shift that will take place in living rooms globally.
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21. 3D Printing (Additive Manufacturing) of Finished

Rapid advances in Machine Learning and AI, coupled

Goods Takes Another Step Forward

with networked intelligent sensors, will create a giant

Personalized Manufacturing of finished goods using 3D

leap forward after decades of promise and slow

printing will grow exponentially. 3D printers build things

growth, thanks to exponential advances in processing

by depositing a material—typically plastic or metal—

power, digital storage, and bandwidth. Also, thanks to

layer by layer until the product is finished. Originally

better sensors, increasing Machine Intelligence, and

designed to print prototypes, they are increasingly

Siri-like voice communications, robots will work with

being used to print final products such as jewelry,

humans in new and productive ways.

iPhone cases, shoes, car dashboards, parts for jet
engines, prosthetic limbs, human jawbones, and much

24. Drones Go Beyond Fire, Police, Search and Rescue

more. 3D printing allows companies to manufacture

The number of applications for drones will continue to

one-of-a-kind or small runs of items quickly, locally,

expand rapidly. Drones have already proven to be of

and with far fewer costs. We will begin to see

high value for search and rescue, and are rapidly being

Manufacturing-as-a-Service in which designers use

applied to many industries. For example, agriculture

CAD software to design a product, send it digitally to a

uses drones to check crops, fences, and cattle. Utility

3D printing company who owns the industrial strength

companies use them to look for downed power lines,

3D printers, and who will then ship it to the customer.

and real estate agents use them for aerial photography.
The explosion of hobby drones will drive innovation for

22. Machine-to-Machine (M2M) and the Internet of

both personal and industrial applications.

Things (IoT) Expand Rapidly
Machine-to-Machine communications—using chips,

25. Energy Storage and Micro Grids Increase in

micro-sensors, and both wired and wireless networks—

Application and Use

will join networked sensors to create a rapidly growing

Energy storage will start to become a reality. As first-

Internet of Things that shares real-time data, performs

generation hybrid vehicles get too old for the marketplace,

diagnostics, and makes virtual repairs, all without human

there will be millions of batteries that will still hold enough of

intervention. By 2020, there will be well over 50 billion

a charge to be repurposed into inexpensive energy storage

“things” talking to each other, performing tasks, and

systems. In addition, companies such as Tesla will start to

making decisions based on predefined guidelines, all

sell their smart battery systems to businesses and homes

using artificial intelligence. For example, smart cars

who generate some of their own power using solar, wind, or

will increasingly become aware of situational changes

other systems. This will enable a national network of smaller,

and respond This trend will increase as cars get more

and more secure smart Micro Grids. Looking a little further

connected to smart infrastructure such as roads, bridges,

out, as electric and hybrid cars increase in numbers, they will

and other cars via embedded and networked, sensors

increasingly be plugged in when not in use for the purposes

combined with other technologies such as GPS.

of charging, storing, and using power.

23. Advanced Automation and Intelligent Robotics

I suggest that you pick one or two and act now before

Find Wider Use

your competitors do!
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